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Abstract
Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) equipment has seen a surge in the last decades. Most recently
the development of the Zeb-Revo, a handheld mobile laser scanner (HMLS), has brought with it new
possibilities in recording highly mobile accurate point clouds. This study accessed the DBH accuracy
of the Zeb-Revo in complex forest stands using CompuTree and found an average root mean squared
error of 1.64 cm, a negative bias of 0.37 and an R2 of 0.99. These values indicate significantly reliable
data. The Zeb-Revo does however lack vertical range. This study further focused on the possibility of
ALS-HMLS synergy through ALS based individual tree top analysis and the extraction of further
explicit tree structure (ETS) feature parameters. FUSION based canopy surface models (CSM) were
used in combination with watershed segmentation, variable window fitting (VWF) and manual
measurements. Commission errors upwards of 25.17% and omission errors upwards of 30% showed
that synergy is not yet viable to a lack of detail and accuracy in ALS data compared to HMLS data.
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Canopy surface model
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DTM

Digital terrain model
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Explicit tree structure

FLBH

Height of the first live branch

HLS

Height of the highest branch within crown lower surface

HMLS

Handheld laser scanning

IDW

Inverse distance weighted

IMU

Inertial measuring unit

LCS

Longest cross spread of crown cover

LiDAR

Light detection and ranging

LLS

Height of the lowest branch

LOOCV

Leave-one-out-cross-validation

LS

Longest spread of crown cover

RS

Remote sensing

SVM

Support vector machine

TLS

Static Terrestrial laser scanning

VLS

Vehicle laser scanning

VWF

Variable window filter
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1 Introduction
Remote sensing (RS) techniques have been extensively used since the mid-20th century to identify and
map different characteristics present within forest stands, including the delineation of tree inventories
and the classification of tree species (Gougeon & Leckie, 2003; Zhen et al., 2016). These techniques
first involved the use of aerial photographs, which were useful but still relatively labour intensive
(Alemdag, 1986). With advancing techniques in the following decades more research focused on the
detection and delineation of tree crowns. Semi-automated detection of these crowns dates back to the
mid-1980s (Pinz, 1991; Ke & Quackenbush, 2011). Initially this automation was based on the use of
passive sensors, however the development of active remote sensing devices was accompanied by an
increase in accuracy and in general possibilities in automated classifications. Light detection and
ranging (LiDAR) techniques have become one of the most widely used data sources for forest ecology
research (Næsset, 2007). The different forms of LiDAR require diverse techniques to delineate tree
structures and classify tree species. Currently most forestry studies use a combination of fieldwork,
image interpretation and LiDAR (Persson et al, 2004; Daltone et al, 2014). However, in recent years
there has been an increase in available LiDAR platforms with improved reliability, which has provided
enough data for studies to be solely based on LiDAR data (Gupta et al, 2010b; Holopainen et al, 2013).
Most recently the development of the Zeb-Revo, a handheld mobile laser scanner (HMLS), shows
promising possibilities in forest management and ecology applications. The combination of high
mobility and highly detailed point clouds provided by the Zeb-Revo and HMLS devices is not found in
any other traditional LiDAR methods, such as aerial laser scanning (ALS) and static terrestrial laser
scanning (TLS). This combination could provide innovative methods for individual tree metrics within
forest studies. Besides this surge in technical advancements, the past decades have seen many new
findings regarding the importance of both forest and tree structure. Studies suggest that structural
characteristics influence, for instance, bird species distributions. The importance of these characteristics
have made the use of LiDAR and automated techniques more important than ever in ornithological
studies (Vierling et al., 2008). These structural characteristics are difficult to define without proper data.
Especially within forest that show highly varied structural patterns, vertical variability and multiple
species, it is important to create a method that can accurately assess structural parameters. Some studies
have been done examining the accuracy and possibilities of the Zeb-Revo or HMLS (Ryding et al.,
2015; Bauwens et al., 2016; Cabo et al., 2018). These studies also show possible limitations such as the
range of the Zeb-Revo, which might decrease the reliability and applicability of the data. By creating a
synergy between ALS and HMLS this limitation could be circumvented. Although TLS and ALS data
have been combined in tree species studies effectively, the low cost, ease of use and high mobility of
HMLS compared to TLS provide new possibilities in data measurement and analyses (Fritz et al, 2011).
This study aims to create a synergy between Zeb-Revo and ALS data to improve tree inventory and
access the accuracy of the Zeb-Revo.

2 Scientific background
2.1 LiDAR technology
LiDAR uses laser pulses with different wavelengths to determine the distance of any object by
calculating the return time of said wave. By then attributing a point to these specific returns a point
cloud can be created. These point clouds always contain x, y and z data but can also contain other
parameters such as the intensity. Originally it was mostly used to create reliable digital elevation models
of the surface (Kraus & Pfeifer, 1998; Petzold et al., 1999). However, the potential of using LiDAR for
forested areas quickly became apparent (Lefsky et al., 1999 Persson et al., 2002). This is due to the
possibility of receiving multiple returns and thus having points attributed to, for instance, the height of
the canopy and other vertical structures within a forest ecosystem. The most used source of LiDAR is
ALS. This data is often collected via plane or drone flyovers of a certain area and is already available
in many areas around the world. Although the resolution and detail of ALS has greatly improved over
the past years, many datasets still lack the necessary data to adequately determine the structure of a
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forest. In particular, the lower areas of the vegetation are often not clearly represented. This is mostly
due to the fact that most LiDAR is measured with a discrete return system (Lim et al., 2003). A different
method, namely the full waveform system has resulted in more reliable data but is not yet widely applied
(Anderson et al., 2015). Furthermore, most studies, albeit concerning species distributions or forest
management, use a rasterized approach meaning that forest structure parameters are calculated into
averages per raster tile. This can also decrease the reliability of the data when it comes to tree structure
parameters such as canopy height.
Other platforms of LiDAR measuring are the use of satellites (e.g. ICESat, Harding & Carabajal,
2005), the use of TLS or the use of vehicle mounted laser scanners (VLS) (Lin et al., 2010). TLS and
VLS scanners can return more detailed point clouds than most ALS data as can be seen in table 1.
However, TLS scanners are static making it time consuming and often expensive to measure larger
areas, therefore TLS is often used for individual tree analysis. VLS scanners can be useful for accessible
areas but this most commonly does not include forested areas.
Density
Relative cost
Range
Mobility
Remarks/limitations
Set up/recording time

ALS - discrete (AHN3)
ALS - fullwave form
TLS (Leica C5 Scanstation)
Low (10 points/m2) Low (>10 points/m2 depending High (approx 100 - 10000
2
on point cloud algorithm)
points/m )

VLS (Sensei)
Medium (100 to 1500
2
points/m )

HMLS (Zeb-Revo)
High (3000 to 9000
2
points/m )
Low (<€50000)

High

High

Low (<€50000)

Medium (>€50000)

>100m

>100m

0 - 10m

0 - 200m

0 - 10m

High - Drone/Plane

High - Drone/Plane

Low - Static

Medium - Limited to Roads

High - Handheld

Flight license

Flight license

Multiple measurements
always necessary

Less useful for dense
forests

Vertical range limited

High

High

High

High

Low

Table 1: Descriptive table of the characteristics of different LiDAR platforms. HMLS data was based on
preliminary research, TLS data was based on Ashcroft et al. (2014), VLS data was based on Lin et al. (2011),
ALS data was based on data from AHN. Ranges for TLS and HMLS were based on values that return reliable
profiles not the maximum range. For each platform only one device was chosen as example, therefore this table
does not represent the full scale of each LiDAR platform.

2.2 Current Research and Literature
There are many studies that have made use of ALS to measure forest inventory data such as the diameter
breast height (DBH), canopy height and forest density. Most commonly this is done to determine the
biomass of a particular forested area (Popescu, 2007). Alternatively, these metrics are also often used
in research regarding the slope stability, considering the influence of biomass on slope stability.
(Eeckhaut et al., 2007; Rickli & Graf, 2009). In the past decade the importance of using LiDAR for tree
classification has become more evident, which has increased the necessity for high detailed LiDAR data
(Lin & Harold, 2016). This can be done by using TLS, such as Othmani et al. did in 2013 for single
trees, or on a larger scale using VLS (Lin et al., 2010). The increasing density of point cloud data has
led to an increase in the possible parameters that can be determined. This group of parameters is most
commonly referred to as explicit tree structure (ETS) feature parameters (Lin & Harold, 2016). The
common ETS feature parameters used for characterizing tree structures can be seen in figure 1 and are
stem DBH, tree height, crown height (or termed as height of the first live branch FLBH), crown length,
branch angle, height of the lowest branch within crown surface (LLS), height of the highest branch
within crown lower surface (HLS), longest cross-spread of crown cover (LCS) and the longest spread
of crown cover (LS) (Lin & Herold, 2016).
Most studies have shown that the increase in point cloud density via either TLS, VLS, or in
some cases full waveform ALS, yield more reliable results regarding the calculation of forest inventory
data (Hilker et al., 2012; Anderson et al., 2015). However, there is still a high variance in the accuracy
of each individual method (Holopainen et al., 2013). Some studies have been done focusing on the
possibility of combining multiple types of LiDAR data and in particular TLS and ALS. Most research
shows that this combination yields better results when analysing the forest structure and creating tree
classifications (Cheung et al., 2017; Fritz et al., 2011). Unfortunately, due to high costs, long
measurement times and limited mobility of TLS scanners the spatial applicability of combining TLS
9
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and ALS is somewhat limited. This gap between high mobility and low spatial data distribution could
be solved using the Zeb-Revo. Not much research focusing on forest surveys has been done using either
the Zebedee 1 or the Zeb-Revo. However, Ryding et al. (2015) compared the accuracy and efficiency
of the Zebedee 1 to that of a TLS scanner (FARO Focus 3D) and found that HMLS scanners such as
the Zebedee 1 provide an efficient, cost effective and versatile forest surveying technique with much
more detailed and spatially extensive data. They do however state that in order to extract tree species it
might be necessary to use a hybrid LiDAR survey including a HMLS scanner, due to the limited range
of the Zebedee 1. Unlike the available studies concerning the combination of TLS and ALS data, there
are currently no studies that use an ALS-HMLS hybrid approach (Fritz et al., 2011).

Figure 1. Explicit tree structure feature parameters from Lin & Herold (2016)

Besides the studies that are based solely on LiDAR data, LiDAR data is often combined with other RS
techniques, such as spectral imagery. The combination of ALS and multispectral imagery can be used
to delineate tree crowns and has been used extensively in tree classification studies (Dalponte et al.,
2014; Ghosh et al., 2014; Leckie et al., 2003). Holmgren et al. (2008) show that this combination leads
to a higher in overall accuracy in the classification of the Scots pine, Norway spruce and deciduous
trees (LiDAR: 88%, LiDAR-spectral: 93-96%). However, spectral imagery does not include
information on the vertical structure of trees and is therefore limited in the analyses of ETS feature
parameters. Furthermore, the increase in detail of LiDAR and LiDAR platforms could lead to a decrease
in the necessity of synergy with spectral imagery.

3 Aim & Research questions
Regarding the scientific background and the current state of the use of LiDAR techniques in forest
surveys, there is a need for an efficient way to collect high resolution data in order to adequately
determine the tree structure/inventory. New HMLS devices such as the Zeb-Revo could prove useful.
It is however important to determine the accuracy of this new device when calculating tree parameters
such as DBH. However, preliminary research showed that a major limitation of current HMLS devices
is the effective scanning range. To be able to still provide relevant information on the upper reaches of
the canopy ALS could prove to be a useful addition. Thus a synergy between ALS and HMLS could
prove to be a reliable source of tree structure parameters. The aim of this research is therefore to examine
the possibility of a synergy between HMLS and ALS data for complex forest stands and analyse which
metrics (ETS) can be extracted reliably. Furthermore, considering the lack of literature on the accuracy
of HMLS derived tree metrics this study will analyse the accuracy of semi-automated DBH on a single
tree basis. The following questions were created to answer and expand on the aim of this research:
1. How can multiple Zeb-Revo point clouds be processed and merged successfully?
A method must be brought forth to adequately process the new HMLS data into usable point clouds.
Moreover, to ascertain HMLS point clouds of a larger spatial extent it is necessary to assess possible
merging methods.
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2. Which methods are best suited for the extraction of parameters for individual trees from ALS
for complex forest stands?
Multiple methods for ALS derived single tree parameters already exist. However, the suitability and
reliability of these methods in combination with higher detailed HMLS data are unknown.
3. How can current TLS-ALS merging methods be applied to and improved for HMLS-ALS
data?
Currently TLS-ALS merging techniques already exist and could be applied to HMLS-ALS data
depending on the characteristics of the point clouds, such as point density and spatial distribution (Fritz
et al., 2011).
4. Which ETS feature parameters can be determined from HMLS-ALS data to create tree
inventory data?
ETS feature parameters can be used for multiple purposes including tree species classifications and
animal habitat studies (Lin & Herold, 2016). It is important to determine which parameters can be
derived from HMLS alone and from combined HMLS-ALS data.
5. What is the accuracy of semi-automatically derived DBH measurement from HMLS data?

6.

What are the primary applications of current HMLS devices for forestry studies?

Lastly, the use of HMLS is relatively new within forest ecology and could prove to bridge gaps in
LiDAR limitations such as low point cloud densities in ALS datasets and low spatial distribution in
TLS datasets. Therefore, it is important to distinguish the accuracy of the Zeb-Revo and further explore
the capabilities of this HMLS.
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4 Materials and Methods
4.1 Study area
The locations used for data collection were selected on the basis of three criteria. First, the sites must
be a mixed forest meaning it contains both coniferous and deciduous species. Second, the sites show
differing amounts of understorey and density. Third, AHN3 data has to be available for all locations.
By ensuring all study areas adhere to these criteria it is certain that the resulting Zeb-Revo data will
adequately show the characteristics of a complex forest stand.
Considering the fact that the AHN3 dataset is still being released and is therefore only available
in a few locations in the Netherlands only, suitable sites were limited. Figure 2 shows the locations used
in this study. Site 1 is located in the Amsterdamse Bos (52.324046 lat, 4.820764 long) and consists of
a mix of predominantly common beech (Fagus sylvatica L.), Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) and
common oak (Quercus robur L.) with different levels of understorey ranging from low to high. It was
chosen based on preliminary research that showed its high suitability for this study. Site 2 is in a forest
located to the southwest of Haarlem near the town of Aerdenhout (52.358891 lat, 4.575373 long). The
second site was selected based on data from the Forest Ecology and Forest Management Group of
Wageningen University (FEM), which showed that it consists of a mix of Pinus sylvestris L. and
Quercus robur L. Furthermore, the site contains moderate to high amounts of understory.
Data was collected in both leaf on and leaf off conditions for site 1 and leaf on conditions for
site 2. This enables an analysis concerning the possible differences in accuracy in different seasons.
Furthermore, it can give an indication of the accuracy of the application of HMLS in permanent leaf on
conditions. Only trees exceeding 10 cm diameter (31 cm circumference) were included in this study as
this guaranteed the exclusion of younger trees.

Figure 2. The research area including site 1 and 2 shown on a national scale and local scale
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4.2 HMLS
4.2.1 Zeb-Revo equipment
In 2013 the company GeoSLAM released a new laser scanning system called the Zebedee 1 (ZEB1).
This device combined the detail of the TLS scanners with the mobility of VLS scanners into a handheld
mobile laser scanner (HMLS). Originally designed for collecting data concerning mines and for indoor
application, the new HMLS technique can also be used for the outdoors. This research will make use
of the newer Zeb-Revo which records approximately 43200 points per second and emits 100 lines per
second using a wavelength of 905 nm. Although most other LiDAR equipment also returns intensity
data, the Zeb-Revo only returns x, y and z data. Furthermore, ALS highly relies on multiple returns to
create a 3-D point cloud. This is not the case for the Zeb-Revo which uses only a single return. The
single return data is then combined with relative GPS data from its inertial measurement unit (IMU)
into the GeoSLAM algorithm. The GeoSLAM algorithm, which is a black box algorithm, yields the
resulting high density 3-D point cloud. Although point clouds from TLS scanners can have a higher
density the limitation of its static properties undermine its use for larger forested areas. The combination
of multiple TLS scans is possible but takes considerably more effort than the Zeb-Revo. Moreover, the
option to visualise the 3-D point cloud in real time with the Zeb-Revo can increase the point cloud
reliability and speed at which data is recorded. However, the current limitation of the Zeb-Revo is that
its range is designed for indoor use, thus resulting in a limited effective range of approximately 10
meters in forested areas. The relative accuracy of the measured points from the Zeb-Revo is 2–3 cm in
normal lighting conditions according to Nocerino et al. (2017).

4.2.2 Zeb-Revo data
Using Geo-SLAM Hub, the point cloud datasets in figure 3 were created. Considering the use of the
Zeb-Revo for forest environments is relatively new there was no clear best method of recording. During
the recording of the data, which occurred on three different occasion, different speeds and patterns were
used to be able to determine what the best recording method is to be able to analyse the independent
trees clearly. The resulting datasets show that when trying to minimise noise from lower vegetation it
is best to keep a higher walking speed as to limit the recording of smaller objects. This is especially the
case in leaf-on conditions where low walking speeds can cause high amounts of noise in the form of
very dense point clouds for smaller vegetation, such as shrubs and leafy understory. Furthermore, it is
best to focus the scanning head of the Zeb-Revo on the trees in question to be able to limit this noise
further and ensure all trees are included from all angles. Detailed information of the characteristics of
each dataset can be found in table 2.
The initial aim of this study was to use larger datasets from the Zeb-Revo HMLS, but due to
computational limitations smaller areas within these point clouds were selected. Important to note
however, is that when recording larger spatial datasets each recording is limited to approximately 25
minutes, meaning multiple recordings or walkthroughs are necessary. Due to the fact that the Zeb-Revo
only uses a relative GPS system the resulting point clouds can be merged using spherical markers within
the dataset. By including these spherical markers in each individual point cloud it is possible to merge
the clouds using CloudCompare software (CloudCompare v2.9.1, 2017). By labelling the spheres in
CloudCompare the point clouds can be overlapped and merged creating a complete dataset.
Dataset 1
Dataset 2
Dataset 3
Dataset 4
Dataset 5

Location
Amsterdamse Bos
Aerdenhout
Amsterdamse Bos
Amsterdamse Bos
Aerdenhout

Understorey density
Low
Medium
High
Low
High

Leaf condition
Leaf off
Leaf on
Leaf on
Leaf on
Leaf on

Species
Fagus sylvatica L., Quercus robur L, Pinus sylvestris L.
Fagus sylvatica L., Pinus sylvestris L.
Fagus sylvatica L., Quercus robur L, Pinus sylvestris L.
Fagus sylvatica L., Quercus robur L, Pinus sylvestris L.
Fagus sylvatica L., Pinus sylvestris L.

Table 2. Table of the different point cloud datasets recorded with the Zeb-Revo detailing the state of the understory
density, leaf condition and predominant tree species.
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1

2

3

4

5

Figure 3. A snapshot of each point cloud dataset that was selected for this study. All data was recorded with the
Zeb-Revo HMLS. Each picture in the figure is numbered according to the dataset numbering found in table 2.
This figure also shows the possibilities in colouring the point clouds according to different metrics. Dataset 1 is
coloured based on the SLAM condition. Datasets 2 and 4 are colourised based on recording time. Datasets 3 and
5 are colourised based on height.

4.2.3 Stem and branch extraction
To be able to determine the DBH of each individual tree it is necessary to further process the data and
remove any unwanted noise such as lower vegetation and possible moving objects. There are multiple
software applications that have noise removal tools and can furthermore analyse structural
characteristics of individual trees, such as 3D forest (Trochta et al., 2017) and LAStools (Isenburg,
2014). This study makes use of CompuTree software which showed to be the most versatile and
adaptive. Furthermore, CompuTree includes multiple tools and plugins that can efficiently remove
unwanted understory and cluster individual trees (Othmani et al., 2011). The plugins used within
CompuTree are the “Base” application, Onf, SimpleTree and Artsfree.
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Each dataset was analysed with a similar step workflow. Underlying values of every step in these
workflows differ for the separate point clouds. First, ground points were classified based on a grid
resolution of around 10 cm, a ground thickness of approximately 30 cm, a minimum density in points/m2
and a filtering by density and neighbourhood consistency. For a more precise classification the grid
resolution can be further increased, this can however negatively affect the computational time and cause
failures during the classification. More importantly the ground thickness should be increased when
working with datasets that contain ground elevations with steeper slopes. Noise removal was then
applied to the detected ground points by
removing points with a maximum point
orientation deviation of 45 degrees. A 0.5 x 0.5 m
DTM was then generated. Higher resolution
DTM’s can be made with CompuTree but are not
necessary for the purpose of this study. Second, a
horizontal slice parallel to the DTM was
extracted from which the largest clusters were
selected based on Euclidean clustering denoising.
These largest cluster in most cases are the tree
stems. The stem slice thickness was set to 3 to 4
meters considering fully grown trees in all
datasets did not display any side branches at these
Z values. In the case of a high density
understorey, Euclidean clustering denoising was
less reliable in which case noise removal was
more dependent on maximum point orientation
deviation. This same principle was applied to the
higher range of the canopy (4 m – max Z), with
lower minimum Euclidean clustering denoising
values. The resulting largest clusters were then
Figure 4. Top: Unprocessed Zeb-Revo point cloud.
merged to create a clean point cloud dataset of
Bottom: processed Zeb-Revo point cloud using
each tree as can be seen in figure 4.
CompuTree

4.2.4 Diameter breast height
The extracted stems from the Zeb-Revo data were used to calculate the DBH of each individual tree.
Stems were clustered by horizontal slices with a thickness of 2 cm and a maximum point distance of 3
cm for two points to be in the same cluster. Clusters were then merged into “logs” with a maximum Z
distance of 10 cm between two clusters and filtered based on the amount of groups in each cluster. This
method ensures that any points that were still in the processed dataset but did not portray a stem/tree
are eliminated. Resulting logs were merged based on parallel positioning and vertical successiveness.
To determine the height and position of individual trees a DTM coordinate was retrieved for each log.
This in turn yields a barycentre point that shows the centre of mass of all points in all logs. Barycentre
points could further be used to determine the directionality of a tree. Cylinders were created based on
the barycentre and surrounding log to construct a skeletisation for all trees (Figure 5). DBH at 1.30
meters relative to the retrieved DTM coordinates were extracted and exported for further analysis. A
workflow of both the stem extraction and DBH calculation can be seen in figure 6.
Although CompuTree allows these steps to be performed for an entire point cloud, many issues
were encountered with completing large computational steps for DBH calculations. Therefore, after
stem extraction datasets were split into smaller selections. This increased the overall processing time
and made DBH analyses less efficient. However, this also permitted for further precision due to the
possibility of using adapted values for small datasets.
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Figure 5. Left: Point cloud showing three extracted trees for DBH analyses. Middle: Skeletisation of the logs of
the point clouds. Right: Visualisation of the barycentre of the logs.

4.2.5 DBH validation and statistics
In some cases, the resulting DBH’s values still included erroneous values from non-tree points. These
values, otherwise known as false trees, represent a commission error. Therefore, all values lower than
10 cm DBH and exceeding 80 cm DBH were excluded to yield tree-only values. This also secures that
no smaller trees were returned in the automatic DBH estimates. To determine the accuracy of the semiautomated DBH, field measured DBH was attained with a tape measure. These values were compared
by calculating the root mean square error (RMSE) and R2 using Matlab 2015b. Bias was also calculated
to determine any significant impacts on DBH estimates.

Figure 6. Workflow of both the extraction of the stem and the computation of the DBH for each Zeb-Revo dataset.
Each square symbolizes a process within CompuTree software. Underlying values for these processes differ for each
dataset depending on the characteristics of the point cloud. Orange processes show a noise removal step and green
processes symbolize the extraction of a point cloud slice. Processes without colour each have a unique purpose.
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4.3 ALS
4.3.1 Actueel Hoogtebestand Nederland 3
In the Netherlands ALS was used to map the entirety of the country by the Actueel Hoogtebestand
Nederland (AHN). AHN are currently working on the third available dataset (AHN3), which has a raster
resolution of 0.5 meters. AHN3 was used in this study due to it being the most detailed available ALS
data in the Netherlands. Two tiles of 4 x 6 km were selected, one for each site. Raw point clouds were
used to ensure no data loss. Moreover, the likelihood of successful ALS-HMLS synergy is higher with
raw ALS point clouds. AHN3 point clouds have an average point density of 10 point/m2 as show in
table 1.

4.3.2 Dataset extraction and georeferencing
The raw AHN3 tiles have a much larger extent than the Zeb-Revo data and it is therefore necessary to
extract site specific data within these tiles. First the AHN3 tiles were cropped based on visual
interpretation using LASTools. Due to the fact that Zeb-Revo data only relies on an IMU and no global
GPS system, georeferencing is required for a more precise AHN3 data extraction. Therefore, GPS
locations were manually recorded for each HMLS dataset. CloudCompare software was then used to
georeference the HMLS data to the AHN3 data. Initially a dGPS was used to determine the location of
the Zeb-Revo dataset. However, technical issues with the dGPS device prevented any workable data.
Although this caused the georeferencing to be less reliable, generic GPS measurements still allowed for
a useful approximation. For a more precise referencing, ground points were extracted for both HMLS
and ALS data and then manually referenced. This allowed for an ALS-HMLS data overlap that was
reliable for further analysis. With the site specific AHN3 data it is then possible to explore other
methods of merging that could show more reliable results. Furthermore, ETS feature parameters lacking
in HMLS data could be extracted from ALS data.

4.3.3 ALS-HMLS synergy
Inaccuracies in the overlap and merging of the Zeb-Revo and AHN3 data can come about with the
method describe above. For instance, changes in tree height and vertical directionality can cause
differences in the datasets thus making merging unreliable (Fritz et al., 2011). Cheung et al. (2017)
suggest a method for TLS-ALS linking that involves individual tree matching. This method is based on
extracting the stem from both the ALS and TLS, in this case HMLS, and merging them where overlap
is significant. To apply this approach ALS data has to include enough points for the lower reaches of
the vegetation to extract stems, which is not the case for AHN3 seeing as it is of discrete form.
Moreover, tree matching does not solve the issue of vertical variability. Advanced linking based on
eigenvalues and eigenvectors as suggested by Fritz et al. (2011) could provide a higher accuracy in
merging both data sources. This method uses the directionality of the tree stems from the HMLS data
to determine the location of the tree top. The extrapolated tree tops are then combined with ALS derived
tree tops resulting in a merged point cloud. However, to be able to execute this method it is therefore
necessary to extract tree tops from AHN3. Without accurate ALS derived tree tops, advanced linking
cannot be used as a reliable method for merging.

4.3.4 Individual tree top analysis
Tree tops and crowns can be extracted from ALS data using either a raster based, point cloud based,
combined raster and point cloud based or tree shape reconstruction based approach (Zhen et al., 2016).
Point cloud based approaches have shown promising results in deriving individual tree metrics such as
tree tops and crown (Gleason & Im., 2012; Mosdorf et al., 2004). However, point based methods, such
as the k-means clustering method brought forth by Gupta et al. (2011), are based on full-waveform ALS
data. Due to the low point density of AHN3 (discrete waveform) it was necessary to rely mostly on
raster based approaches. DTM’s and canopy surface models (CSM), otherwise known as canopy height
models (CHM), were therefore created for each specific method set forth in the following paragraphs.
The three methods specified below were selected to determine the tree tops within AHN3. Multiple
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methods were used because accuracy of any individual method for complex forest stands is uncertain.
However, these methods have shown promising results in other research using ALS (Chen et al., 2006;
Popescu et al., 2002).
1. Watershed Segmentation
2. Variable-size evaluation window
3. Manual Tree measurements

(raster based)
(raster based)
(point based)

Before these methods can be applied it is necessary Resolution (m) Preserve local Smooth surface Median filter
maxima/minima
first
second
to create CSM’s of the research areas. This can be
None
None
done in ArcMap software or using FUSION/LDV
3x3
3x3
software developed by the Pacific Northwest
No
5x5
5x5
7
x
7
7x7
Research Station and the University of Washington
9x9
9x9
(McGaughey, 2007). CSM’s in ArcMap were made
None
None
by first extracting the pre-classified high vegetation
3x3
3x3
Yes
5x5
5x5
and second, subtracting the inverse distance
7x7
7x7
weighted (IDW) interpolated DEM from the IDW
9x9
9x9
interpolated DTM, yielding the surface of the canopy CSM 0.1, 0.2,
Median filter
Smooth
in a 0.5m raster. Higher resolutions were not possible
0.5*
first
surface second
None
None
due to ArcMap relying on a raster size that is at least
3x3
3x3
four times the average point spacing, which is around
No
5x5
5x5
0.17m for AHN3. Although 0.5m is just below this
7x7
7x7
value the resulting IDW interpolations still showed
9x9
9x9
None
None
to be reliable. Although many studies use a
3x3
3x3
methodology completely based in ArcGIS software,
Yes
5x5
5x5
this study also created CSM’s using FUSION
7x7
7x7
9x9
9x9
software due to the need for high detailed data
Table
3.
A
table
of
the
combinations
of
filters
used
analysis (Marcu et al., 2017). More specifically,
for CSM’s computed using FUSION. In the top two
FUSION was developed for the extraction of tree
rows smoothing was applied first after which a
inventory parameters, often for single trees. ArcGIS median filter was applied. The bottom two rows show
is most commonly used for larger scale studies and the inverse. In total, 60 CSM’s were computed to
can lack options for LiDAR based single tree determine the best fit. *The resolution CSM 0.1, 0.2,
analyses. The FUSION “CanopyModel” processing 0.5 means all CSM’s noted in this table were made
program uses an algorithm that locates and assigns on all mentioned resolutions.
the elevation of the highest return within a particular grid cell to the grid cell centre. This process, if left
on its default settings, results in similar CSM’s to the ArcMap created surfaces. To create more reliable
CSM’s further filters can be used, such as maintaining maxima’s or minima’s, smoothing and median
or mean filters. Checking all possible combinations of filters would result in huge processing times
outside of the scope of this study. For this reason, filters were selected if possible based on the results
of similar studies. According to Edson & Wing (2011) the application of a mean filter causes an
increased amount of omission errors. Therefore, only the median filter was applied in creating the
surface models. Smoothing was done based on filter windows of 3 x 3, 5 x 5, 7 x 7 and 9 x 9 cells. The
order of smoothing first and median filter or vice versa, can also influence the CSM result and were
both included. Furthermore, spatial resolution of 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 were chosen to determine the influence
of resolution on tree top determination. Lastly, the effect of preserving the local maxima and minima
was tested by comparing the CSM’s with and without this filter. To examine which CSM yields the best
results for individual tree top analysis multiple CSM’s were created based on these filters as can be seen
in table 3. Reliability was based on the amount of trees returned after using the three tree top extraction
methods specified earlier. Examples of how these different filters influence the characteristics of the
CSM can be seen in figure 7.
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Figure 7. AHN3 point clouds with corresponding CSM’s. Top left: Bare AHN3 point cloud
for the Dataset 1 location. Top right: CSM with preserved local maxima/minima, no
smoothing and median filter. Bottom left: CSM without preserved local maxima/minima,
5x5 smoothing and median filter. Bottom right: CSM without preserved local
maxima/minima, 7x7 smoothing and median filter.

Watershed segmentation, otherwise known as inverse watershed segmentation, applies mathematical
morphology to explore the geometric structure of trees in a raster (Edson & Wing, 2011). This method
uses CSM’s to determine tree tops based on simulated water flows. ArcMap software was used to apply
watershed segmentation. As can be seen in the workflow in figure 8, both the CSM’s from ArcMap and
FUSION were used so that the most suitable can be ascertained. First, the CSM’s were flipped to create
an inverted model turning the peaks into depressions. Second the flow direction and accumulation was
calculated to locate canopy basins. Third, zonal statistics were used to overlay the canopy basin vectors
on the CSM’s to assign the highest return value per individual tree. The resulting value should show
the location and height of each separate tree.
Variable-size evaluation window, otherwise known as variable window filter (VWF),
delineates trees by using a circular search window to find tree tops. By examining the CSM based on
the relationship between the height of the trees and the crown size it is possible to extract tree tops and
crowns (Popescu et al., 2002). There are multiple applications that can perform this method. This study
uses the “CanopyMaxima” program included in FUSION. The algorithm used in CanopyMaxima is
similar to that of TreeVaW software, however TreeVaW was not available for this study (Kini &
Popescu, 2004). There are some toolboxes available for ArcGIS, however these often lack the option to
adjust certain variables leading to unfavourable results. Although the CanopyMaxima tool specifies that
it does not work for all forest types and similarly TreeVaW is predominantly focused on coniferous
forests, it was still chosen based on the fact that little software exists for complex/mixed forest stands.
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Furthermore, the tool identifies only the dominant and codominant trees in the upper canopy and is
therefore suitable for the focus of this study. The VWF analysis can be adapted in multiple ways by the
use of switches. These switches can be used to change the width, resolution and vertical threshold of
the VWF. Restrictions can also be made in the output of
the tool. This enables the exclusion of false returns on the
edges of the plot boundary yielding more reliable results.
Besides the output of the tree tops based on local maxima
other ETS parameters can be extracted. Most importantly
FLBH and the mean crown diameter (DEA) can be derived
using the VWF approach.
Besides the tools FUSION provides for tree
structure analyses it also has the ability to manually
calculate certain ETS parameters. This technique, as seen
in figure 9, uses a moving circular window similar to
VWF that can be used to determine the location of the tree
top, the tree height, FLBH and DEA by moving the vertical
slice to the corresponding points. This method is however
time consuming as each independent tree has to be
measured manually.

Figure 9. AHN3 point cloud data with the
measurement marker used to manually
determine ETS parameters within
FUSION/LDV software.

Figure 8. A workflow for the AHN3 individual tree top analyses including the pre-processing (filled
in red), watershed segmentation, VWF analysis, manual measurement and validation. Yellow blocks
represent the specific software or tool that was used, green lines represent the creation of important
data and results and red lines represent validation and back tracking for improved results.
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4.3.5 AHN3 validation
To validate the outputs of the analyses of the AHN3 data the number of trees in each plot were counted
in the field and then compared to each the most successful tree top delineation method. Measuring the
exact location was not possible in the field due to technical issues with the equipment. Therefore,
locations of trees were extracted from the georeferenced Zeb-Revo data based on the stem location.
ETS parameters such as tree height, FLBH and DEA could not be measured in the field limiting
validation possibilities. Manually calculated ETS parameters and Fusion VWF generated ETS
parameters were compared to determine the effects of automatic analyses when working with point
cloud data.

5 Results
5.1 DBH accuracy
The results of the DBH analyses from Zeb-Revo data can be seen in figure 10. Only four out of five
Zeb-Revo datasets were used for the DBH correlation due to missing fieldwork data for dataset 2. This
made it impossible to create any reliable correlation or validation. Seeing as small trees were excluded
all tape measured trees within the plots were returned in the automatic DBH estimates yielding a 100%
true tree detection rate. Commission errors did arise with an average percentage of 13% ± 8%. These
commission errors could however be removed completely by excluding diameters below 10 cm and
above 80 cm.
All datasets show a similarly reliable DBH estimate in comparison to the field measured DBH.
Table 4 shows a bias value for all 155 trees detected in all four datasets of about -0.37 cm. The two
smallest datasets (3: n=30; 5: n=25) show the largest bias. Dataset 1 shows slight positive bias in DBH
estimates of 0.12 cm. The RMSE for each dataset does not exceed 2.91 cm and the overall RMSE is
1.64. Again the highest RMSE was found in dataset 5 with the least number of trees. R2 values are in
almost any case 0.99 indicating reliable DBH estimates.
Plot
Dataset 1
Dataset 3
Dataset 4
Dataset 5
Overall*

Bias
0.12
-1.02
-0.03
-1.14
-0.37

RMSE (cm)
1.34
1.36
0.95
2.91
1.64

R2
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.97
0.99

Table 4. Summary statistics of DBH estimates for all tree in each dataset. *Overall
statistics were calculated with the combined 155 trees found in all 4 datasets.

The correlation graphs in figure 10 show a slight decrease in correlation with increasing tree size. The
significance of this decrease is however very low due to the low amount of large DBH trees. There are
a few factors that could influence the DBH estimates and cause the bias found in this study. As Bauwens
et al. (2016) suggest, bark-roughness (smooth or rough) could have a significant effect on the accuracy
of the DBH estimates. Higher negative bias can be found for species with a rough bark. Another cause
might be the steps taken during the extraction of the stem in CompuTree. The different iterations of
noise removal can result in loss of point data on the outer boundaries of the tree stem. Datasets 3 and 5
with the highest bias had to go through several steps of noise removal due to the plot consisting of
extremely dense vegetation surrounding the tape measured trees. Negative bias occurs to a higher degree
in these dataset because the extracted stems most likely had a larger amount of lost point data than
dataset 1 and 4. This would also explain the positive bias found in dataset 1. The vegetation found in
this first plot was the least dense and very little noise had to be removed to ensure correct true tree
returns. As the registration quality of the SLAM algorithm is not known precisely and can still vary
with each scan, it is possible that points were registered outside of the naturally occurring stem causing
an overestimation of the DBH. Nonetheless, there is a high relationship between tape measured DBH
and estimated DBH.
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Figure 10. Correlation graphs of the estimated DBH and tape measured DBH for all detected trees in all 4
plots. The dotted green lines represent the 1:1 line and the solid red line shows the trend line. The names used in
the legend refer to the plot title used during the study and also shows the amount of trees (n) in each plot.

5.2 CSM analysis
To the determine the best CSM fit, 60 different CSM’s had to be computed and put through the
individual tree top analyses for each method and dataset. Table 5 and 6 shows the amount of trees
returned for each CSM for watershed segmentation and VWF respectively compared to the actual field
count. Not all possible CSM combinations were included due to some iterations showing unreliable
data very early on. Most importantly the preservation of local maxima for watershed segmentation
yielded tree detections that were significantly higher, i.e. dataset 5 with n = 25 returned counts above
200 individual trees. This overestimation of tree counts when preserving the local maxima was also
found in the VWF analyses and maxima were therefore not preserved. The order of applying a median
filter or smoothing first is also not included in the table as individual tree top methods showed early on
that returns are most reliable when applying the median filter first and smoothing second. The best fit
CSM are marked for both VWF and watershed segmentation based on the actual field tree count.
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Raster Resolution (m)

Watershed Segmentation
0.2

0.1

0.5

Median filter + Smoothing

None

3x3

5x5

7x7

9x9

None

3x3

5x5

7x7

9x9

None

3x3

5x5

7x7

9x9

AHN3 - Dataset 1
AHN3 - Dataset 2
AHN3 - Dataset 3
AHN3 - Dataset 4
AHN3 - Dataset 5

130
144
112
189
92

121
123
103
156
83

88
116
74
130
79

61
92
59
102
71

17
30
12
31
9

108
123
89
156
77

81
83
79
128
72

62
79
59
103
66

56✓
67✓
50
91
51

16
19
12
29
10

80
95
67
102
68

20
23✓
17✓
39✓
16✓

16
18
15
30
13

15
17
12
25
10

13
15
9
24
6

Arcmap
CSM
14
14
12
26
8

Field
count
38
45
30
63
25

Table 5. Delineated tree count computed via watershed segmentation using various CSM’s compared to actual field count for each AHN3 dataset. Numbers with a checkmark
show the best fit filter and resolution condition to match field count numbers. AHN3 – dataset 2 shows two checked mark values due to both values being the same distance
from the actual field count (22). All CSM’s were made without preserving the local maxima/minima and with median filtering applied first and smoothing applied second.

VWF
Raster Resolution (m)

0.1

0.2

0.5

Median filter + Smoothing

None

3x3

5x5

7x7

9x9

None

3x3

5x5

7x7

9x9

None

3x3

5x5

7x7

9x9

AHN3 - Dataset 1
AHN3 - Dataset 2
AHN3 - Dataset 3
AHN3 - Dataset 4
AHN3 - Dataset 5

89
71
64
91
51

82
69
59
86
45

71
66
55
80
41

56
60
44
79
38

48
58
43
75
36

57
63
51
88
49

52
61
49
78
42

44✓
54✓
43
70✓
34✓

31
32
19✓
51
14

28
29
17
46
12

48
61
42
73
42

32
33
19✓
50
13

17
19
13
26
9

11
16
7
20
8

7
11
5
18
4

Fusion
Manual
32
42
23
59
22

Field
count
38
45
30
63
25

Table 6. Delineated tree count computed via VWF (FUSION/LDV: CanopyMaxima) using various CSM’s compared to actual field count for each AHN3 dataset. Numbers with
a checkmark show the best fit filter and resolution condition to match field count numbers. AHN3 – dataset 3 shows two checkmarks due to both values being the same. All
CSM’s were made without preserving the local maxima/minima and with median filtering applied first and smoothing applied second. The CSM’s with 0.5 m resolution and a
3x3 median filter and smoothing showed a higher reliability in tree height. This table also shows the tree count results of the manual measurement in FUSION.
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5.3 ALS tree top count and location
Watershed segmentation did give return values for tree counts as can be seen in table 5. However, these
values are in general a huge overestimation or underestimation to a degree that there is no clear use of
this method for individual tree top delineation for the purpose of creating HMLS-ALS synergy. This is
most likely due to the small size of the plots combined with the high amount of vegetation density.
Furthermore, because the plots in question are complex forest stands and display mixed species and a
high vertical variability in its canopy and throughout the entire tree and forest structure, CSM either
display to many point features due to a lack of smoothing and filtering or not enough distinguishable
point features due to a low resolution and high amounts of filtering and smoothing. CSM’s built within
FUSION or ArcMap software do not seem to show a viable balance in which tree top features are
persevered and noise is removed to a usable degree for watershed segmentation. However, the best fit
CSM for watershed segmentation based on tree count is 3x3 smoothing with a resolution of 0.5 m.
Moreover, the location of the tree top returns did not correspond with the actual tree locations in any
significant way for all CSM iterations.
VWF using FUSION/LDV showed more reliable results for all datasets as can be seen in table
6. The best fit CSM for VWF was determined to be a 5x5 median filter and smoothing at a resolution
of 0.2 m with a commission error of on average 25.17%. Using a higher resolution of 0.1 m results in
higher commission errors (59.48% on average for all filter settings), whereas lower resolution CSM’s
of 0.5 m show an average omission error of 30% when using a 3x3 median filter and smoothing. Median
filter and smoothing for 0.5 m of 5x5, 7x7 and 9x9 show increased omission errors of on average
69.37%. Also included in table 6 is the results of the manual measurements of tree tops in
FUSION/LDV. These results show an omission error of on average 13.26% yielding the most reliable
results of all individual tree top delineation methods. Although suitable for this study manual
measurements are time consuming and for larger dataset VWF via CanopyMaxima could be a more
viable solution.

Figure 11. Map displaying the individual tree locations extracted from HMLS data in green, VWF Fusion/LDV
locations in red and manual measurements in yellow. Tree crown diameters computed with CanopyMaxima and
manual measured are also shown in red and yellow outlining respectively.

The delineated tree tops from CanopyMaxima and their respective locations can be seen for AHN3
dataset 1 in figure 11. Besides the VWF delineated tree tops it also shows the automatically derived tree
crown and the manually measured tree tops and crowns. Little overlap is found between VWF locations
and HMLS determined tree locations. Tree location of VWF are on average 1.94 m from the HMLS
delineated tree locations. However, many VWF locations do not resemble any actual tree found.
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Manually measured tree locations are more reliable with an average distance of 1.27 m. Once omission
and commission errors make it difficult to define which identified tree can be matched with the HMLS
tree location. Commission errors most commonly occur due to trees with large canopy’s being
designated as multiple trees with VWF. These trees can also cause omission errors due to smaller trees
being hidden by the overhanging canopy of the tree.

5.4

Individual tree metrics

ETS parameters that could be derived from the ALS data could not be validated to actual field data. The
comparison made in this study is between manually measured ETS in FUSION and automatically
extracted ETS using CanopyMaxima. Trees were selected based on their closest neighbour between the
two datasets. The FLBH and tree height both initially showed a high underestimation for VWF
computed values. Tree height estimations were on average 6.1 m (24.17%) lower than the manually
measured tree height. The same was found for FLBH which showed an underestimation of on average
4.6 m (32.60%). This underestimation can be decrease when using a differently computed CSM, namely
with a resolution of 0.5 m and median filtering and smoothing of 3x3. However, higher omission rates
in tree detection make this CSM less viable for ALS-HMLS synergy. DEA was also measured using both
the manual and VWF approach. Here the average crown diameter detected with CanopyMaxima was
3.5 m compared to the average 5.6 m manually measured indicating an overall underestimation of on
average 40.35%.
The only ETS parameter that could be extracted reliably from HMLS data was the DBH. Other
parameters such as the FLBH are found mostly in the canopy region of the vegetation. In the forests
used in this study most of the canopy structure starts at a height of 12-14 m. This height exceeds the
effective range (10 m) of the Zeb-Revo and points characterising other ETS parameters are therefore
absent.

5.5 Synergy
The lack of overlap between the Zeb-Revo tree stem locations and individual tree top delineation
methods results in difficulties merging ALS and HMLS data. The synergy between these two data
sources rest on the possible resembles of both data. Furthermore, the limited range of the Zeb-Revo
makes the extrapolation of the barycentre’s to determine the possible tree top highly unreliable. The
combined unreliability of the extrapolation and the ALS derived tree tops shows a significant lack of
resembles. Moreover, vertical variability and differences in recording time result in differences in the
vegetation which is in turn visible in both data source. The process of merging these data would
therefore be unadvisable and result in a loss of information for both ALS and HMLS. Nonetheless,
metrics derived from ALS can still be useful for HMLS studies. Rather than merging the data, ALS
could provide additional ETS parameters based on an overlap with HMLS tree locations. However, care
must be taken when combining these parameters as the discrepancy between the accuracy if HMLS and
ALS is significant.

6 Discussion
All tape measured trees in all plots were returned in the automatic DBH estimates. Bauwens et al.
(2016), one of the few studies using the ZEB1 for DBH, found lower true tree detection rates (90% ±
12%). Higher omission rates were also found initially in this study, however by creating sub clouds of
the datasets and adapting the stem extraction to each individual subplot, true returns can be guaranteed
for each measured tree. This does however take significantly longer considering each plot has to go
through the DBH computation multiple times as opposed to a single DBH analysis per plot. When
focusing on larger datasets or higher tree counts this technique might not be viable and therefore higher
omission errors might occur. Furthermore, Bauwens shows a higher commission error than found in
this study (31% ± 24%), this is most likely also due to the subplot method used in the stem extraction.
More adaptions can be made to the removal of noise in each subplot without losing valuable data due
to the small size and relative low amount of points in subplots reducing the amount of commission
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errors. This however, once again, increases the computational time by a significant margin and is
therefore not advisable for larger datasets.
Bark-roughness was not measured in field which made it impossible to determine the impact
of this factor on DBH estimates. Furthermore, some trees did not have a completely bare or clear stem
but were covered in other vegetation. Removal of this vegetation (noise) on the stem within CompuTree
was possible to a certain degree. However, it was not possible to determine how effective the software
was and how this influenced DBH estimates due to field measured DBH also being disrupted and less
reliable due to the vegetation on the tree stem. Beyond this possible error in field measured DBH, there
is a clear possibility of human error in measuring the DBH in the field. Slight variations in height and
angle of the tape measured DBH can results in a slight error. Therefore, in some cases there could be a
chance that the estimated DBH is closer to the actual DBH than the tape measured DBH. This human
error is however non-measureable.
The accuracy of DBH estimates based on Zeb-Revo data are comparable to the accuracy of
many TLS devices (Liu et al., 2018). A noticeable difference is that TLS devices have higher errors in
larger spatial studies often due to lacking 360-degree data of tree stems on the boundaries of a plot or
at a large distance from the device. This is however very dependent on the device in question and recent
technological advancement have seen a clear decrease in this error as can be seen in the comparison
between the FARO 1 and FARO 5 (Bauwens et al., 2016). Furthermore, to create reliable data for DBH
estimates from TLS point clouds, multiple device setups are often required. HMLS’s can create data
that is as reliable for DBH estimates with only one device in a much shorter time frame. This higher
return and ease of use can be elemental in the collection of larger scale, high detailed temporal data
used in for instance forest management. Moreover, the DBH estimation accuracy presented in this study
shows that the Zeb-Revo maintains its reliability even when used in dense vegetation in complex forest
stands.
While determining the best fit CSM for VWF in FUSION/LDV the switches for
CanopyMaxima were left the same to secure comparable results. Once the best fit CSM was selected
these switches went through multiple changes to further increase the reliability of the VWF returns.
Although these changes were minimal they might affect the best fit CSM and show that a lower
resolution or 7x7 smoothing could achieve similar or more favourable results. Due to the fact that there
are so many combinations of switches and 60 CSM’s to test with, there was no time within the scope
of this study to include every possible iteration. It is however doubtful that results of the individual tree
top analysis using VWF would be more precise, seeing as Edson & Wing (2011) found that both
TreeVaW and FUSION have an overall delineation percentage of 59% and 44% respectively. The
results found by Edson & Wing (2016) also state that CHM’s best suited for watershed segmentation
have a resolution of 1m with no filters applied. The difference between the suitability of this study and
Edson & Wing (2016) is most likely due to the structure of the forests used in each study. This study
focuses on complex forest stands with intricate vegetation structures and dense canopy’s, whereas
Edson & Wing used data of plots with mainly homogenous forests consisting of coniferous species.
As seen in the results of the watershed segmentation this method does not present a reliable
way of delineating individual tree tops. This is however only the case for the purpose of this study in
which highly detailed ALS derived tree tops are necessary. Studies that focus solely on ALS derived
metrics and larger spatial areas can still benefit from this approach as seen in many other studies (Zhao
& Popescu, 2007; Jing et al., 2012). Furthermore, study areas with a less complex forest stand result in
a higher accuracy of the watershed segmentation. Similarly, VWF will also show a higher reliability
and usability in studies with a larger spatial area with less complex forests stands. It is important to note
that the use of ALS in this study was first and foremost to determine if any lacking data from HMLS
could be provided through the means of ALS derived metrics. Furthermore, this study does not specify
the accuracy of the ETS parameters derived using VWF or manual measurements due to a lack of
validating field data. The question if ALS can provide a reliable addition of ETS parameters to HMLS
remains inconclusive.
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The metrics derived from manual tree measurements using FUSION/LDV showed the most
reliable results with a relatively low omission error. This method, although useful for small scale
studies, cannot be recommended for larger spatial areas with an increased amount of trees, due to the
necessity of measuring each individual tree manually.
The aim of this study initially also included the classification of tree species using combined
HMLS-ALS data. Using the ETS parameters from both sources it could be possible to determine the
species of each individual tree. The classification of deciduous vs coniferous trees has shown to be quite
efficient when using a support vector machine (SVM)-based classification (Ghosh et al., 2014). More
specifically the LIBSVM package has yielded reliable results in the semi-automatic classification of
these tree species (Lin & Herold, 2016). The specific algorithms within this package can carry out the
optimization of finding a separating hyperplane between the feature vectors of any two classes (Melgani
& Bruzzone, 2004). By identifying these hyperplanes, the SVM can maximize the margin between any
two classes and based on this, robustly identify the classes of the class-unknown samples (Lin & Herold,
2016). This classification uses a leave-one-out-cross-validation (LOOVC) to classify each sampled tree
using the associated SVM classifier trained by the rest of the sample set. Using a small sample of trees
that showed overlap between ALS and HMLS tests were run using the LIBSVM package supplied by
Chang & Lin (2014). This was however with little result due to a lack of ETS parameters. More
parameters need to be available to make any type of species classification. More research into the use
of this automatic classification method must be done using data derived from HMLS.

7 Conclusion
The combination of low cost, high tempo data collection and high accuracy in DBH can be regarded as
the most important factors in the use of the Zeb-Revo. Although earlier studies have already shown
remarkable results using ALS and TLS, the relative costs and effort of these methods compared to the
high ease of use of the Zeb-Revo could provide a boost to research using LiDAR. Although this study
shows that current ALS-HMLS synergy is difficult due to a significant difference in accuracy, the
possible future increase of ALS accuracy could mean a synergy could still be established. Furthermore,
the advancement of HMLS devices could overcome the limitations we now face in using these devices
for forest applications. If future HMLS devices have an increased range, canopy structures can be
collected in point clouds as well making the need for ALS-HMLS synergy obsolete.

8 Data, Funding and Final Remarks
8.1 Data storage and availability
During this research new data in the form of point clouds was collected using the Zeb-Revo. This data
will be made publicly available via GitHub. Furthermore, any CompuTree workflows, concerning both
the data preparation and structure extraction, will also be made available via GitHub. This way the
contents of the thesis will adhere to the FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable)
guiding principle (Wilkinson et al., 2016).
One of the research questions of this study addresses the need for insight into the use of the ZebRevo. Considering information regarding this HMLS scanner is limited for scientific use, tutorials and
guides will be made publicly available. These guides will help users to successfully record and prepare
the Zeb-Revo point clouds and will furthermore provide insight into the possible capabilities and the
current limitations of the scanner.

8.2 Funding
This study was not funded in any direct way. It is however important to mention that prior to this study
the Zeb-Revo was acquired by the University of Amsterdam for approximately €30,000. Moreover,
equipment available for the eEcoLiDAR project, such as servers for cloud computing, were also
available for this study. In 2017, the eEcoLiDAR project was provided with approximately €250,000
worth of funding by the Netherlands eScience Center.
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8.3 Current equipment
At the time of writing the Zeb-Revo scanner used in this research is already outdated. A new HMLS
device (Zeb-Horizon) was released at the end of 2018 which increased the LiDAR range to
approximately 100 meters. Due to time limitations and no available data of comparable forest stands no
analysis was performed on data collected with this new device. This could radically change the
limitations of the data usage of current HMLS devices.

8.4 eEcoLiDAR project
This study is part of an overarching project from the University of Amsterdam, namely the eEcoLiDAR
project. This project focuses on the use of LiDAR point cloud data and multi-scale object-based image
analysis to classify objects such as trees, forests, vegetation strata, edges, bushes, hedges etc. with their
related structure metrics (Kissling et al., 2017). Based on these classification and metrics species
distribution models for breeding birds will be characterized. The results of this study if deemed reliable
will be further expanded on and the Zeb-Revo could be applied on a broader scale and be implemented
within the eScience environment. Furthermore, the methods of processing point cloud data within this
study could prove to be useful for other similar studies.

8.5 Final remarks
First and foremost, I would like to thank my supervisor Harry for all his patience and understanding. It
took me longer than anticipated and it was harder than I imagined but I could always rely on some
guidance from you. I also appreciate how much I was included in other projects surrounding the ZebRevo. I worked with the Zeb-Revo from the start of it being mentioned at the University of Amsterdam
and it really gave me a lot of opportunities to share new knowledge and work with different people.
I would also like to thank the professors in the eEcoLiDAR group for really working together
as equals with both master and PhD students. I think it will provide a lot of encouragement for new
students. The biweekly presentations and discussion were always interesting and motivational to me.
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10 Appendix A - Matlab scripts for DBH estimates
Dataset 1
%% Import the data
clear all
close all
[~, ~, raw] = xlsread('/Users/Desktop/Peter/AdamTrialDBH.xlsx','AdamTrialDBH');
raw = raw(2:end,1:7);
raw(cellfun(@(x) ~isempty(x) && isnumeric(x) && isnan(x),raw)) = {''};
cellVectors = raw(:,2);
raw = raw(:,[1,3,4,5,6,7]);
%% Create output variable
data = reshape([raw{:}],size(raw));
%% Allocate imported array to column variable names
ID = data(:,1);
Name = cellVectors(:,1);
Rayonducercle = data(:,2);
Diameter = data(:,3);
Daimeterincm = data(:,4);
TMCircumference = data(:,5);
TMDiameter = data(:,6);
%% Clear temporary variables
clearvars data raw cellVectors;
%% DBH Analysis
% intialize generic variables
xdata = TMDiameter;
xString = 'Tape Measured DBH (cm)';
ydata = Daimeterincm;
yString = 'Zeb-Revo DBH (cm)';
% define endpoints and equation for best fit line
pPoly = polyfit(xdata, ydata, 1); % Linear fit of xdata vs ydata
linePointsX = [min(xdata) max(xdata)]; % find left and right x values
linePointsY = polyval(pPoly,[min(xdata),max(xdata)]); % find y values
% RMSE
RMSE = sqrt(mean((xdata-ydata).^2))
% perfect line (R = 1.00)
fit1= xdata
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fit2= xdata
% generate graph with labels and correlation value in title
tString = [xString,' and ',yString, ' correlation (corr: ',...
num2str(corr(xdata, ydata)) ')'];
tString = ['DBH correlation for Dataset 1']
figure('Name', tString)
hold on
plot(xdata, ydata, 'k+') % Plot a scatter plot
plot(fit1,fit2,'g','linestyle',':','LineWidth',1.5)
plot (linePointsX,linePointsY,'-r','LineWidth',1.5) % Plot best fit line
hold off
legend({'Adam Trial (n = 38)','1:1 line',['Y',' = ',num2str(pPoly(1)),'*',...
'x',' + ',num2str(pPoly(2)),' ; R^2 = ',num2str(corr(xdata, ydata))]},'FontSize',12)
MyBox = uicontrol('style','text');
set(MyBox,'String',['RMSE = ' num2str(RMSE)]) % text
set(MyBox,'Position',[300,90,200,15]) % position and size of box
set(MyBox,'FontSize',12) % size of text
%text(47,25, ['RMSE = ' num2str(RMSE)])
grid on
xlabel(xString,'FontSize',15); % Label the x-axis
ylabel(yString,'FontSize',15); % Label the y-axis
title(tString,'FontSize',15);
% add textbox to figure with best fit line equation
%MyBox = uicontrol('style','text');
%set(MyBox,'String',['Y',' = ',num2str(pPoly(1)),'*',...
%'x',' + ',num2str(pPoly(2))]) % text
%set(MyBox,'Position',[300,90,200,15]) % position and size of box
%set(MyBox,'FontSize',9) % size of text

Dataset 3
clear all
close all
%% Import the data
[~, ~, raw] = xlsread('/Users/Desktop/Peter/AdamDenseDBH.xlsx','AdamTrialDBH');
raw = raw(2:end,:);
raw(cellfun(@(x) ~isempty(x) && isnumeric(x) && isnan(x),raw)) = {''};
cellVectors = raw(:,2);
raw = raw(:,[1,3,4,5,6,7]);
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%% Replace non-numeric cells with NaN
R = cellfun(@(x) ~isnumeric(x) && ~islogical(x),raw); % Find non-numeric cells
raw(R) = {NaN}; % Replace non-numeric cells
%% Create output variable
data = reshape([raw{:}],size(raw));
%% Allocate imported array to column variable names
ID = data(:,1);
Name = cellVectors(:,1);
Rayonducercle = data(:,2);
Diameter = data(:,3);
Daimeterincm = data(:,4);
TMCircumference = data(:,5);
TMDiameter = data(:,6);
%% Clear temporary variables
clearvars data raw cellVectors R;
%% DBH Analysis
% intialize generic variables
xdata = TMDiameter;
xString = 'Tape Measured DBH (cm)';
ydata = Daimeterincm;
yString = 'Zeb-Revo DBH (cm)';
% define endpoints and equation for best fit line
pPoly = polyfit(xdata, ydata, 1); % Linear fit of xdata vs ydata
linePointsX = [min(xdata) max(xdata)]; % find left and right x values
linePointsY = polyval(pPoly,[min(xdata),max(xdata)]); % find y values
% RMSE
RMSE = sqrt(mean((xdata-ydata).^2))
% perfect line (R = 1.00)
fit1= xdata
fit2= xdata
% generate graph with labels and correlation value in title
tString = [xString,' and ',yString, ' correlation (corr: ',...
num2str(corr(xdata, ydata)) ')'];
tString = ['DBH correlation for Dataset 3'];
figure('Name', tString)
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hold on
plot(xdata, ydata, 'kx') % Plot a scatter plot
plot(fit1,fit2,'g','linestyle',':','LineWidth',1.5)
plot (linePointsX,linePointsY,'-r','LineWidth',1.5) % Plot best fit line
hold off
legend({'Adam Dense (n = 30)','1:1 line',['Y',' = ',num2str(pPoly(1)),'*',...
'x',' + ',num2str(pPoly(2)),' ; R^2 = ',num2str(corr(xdata, ydata))]},'FontSize',12)
MyBox = uicontrol('style','text');
set(MyBox,'String',['RMSE = ' num2str(RMSE)]) % text
set(MyBox,'Position',[300,90,200,15]) % position and size of box
set(MyBox,'FontSize',12) % size of text
%text(47,25, ['RMSE = ' num2str(RMSE)])
grid on
xlabel(xString,'FontSize',15); % Label the x-axis
ylabel(yString,'FontSize',15); % Label the y-axis
title(tString,'FontSize',15);
% add textbox to figure with best fit line equation
%MyBox = uicontrol('style','text');
%set(MyBox,'String',['Y',' = ',num2str(pPoly(1)),'*',...
%'x',' + ',num2str(pPoly(2))]) % text
%set(MyBox,'Position',[300,90,200,15]) % position and size of box
%set(MyBox,'FontSize',9) % size of text

Dataset 4
clear all
close all
%% Import the data
[~, ~, raw] = xlsread('/Users/Desktop/Peter/AdamBridgeDBH.xlsx','AdamTrialDBH');
raw = raw(2:end,:);
raw(cellfun(@(x) ~isempty(x) && isnumeric(x) && isnan(x),raw)) = {''};
cellVectors = raw(:,2);
raw = raw(:,[1,3,4,5,6,7]);
%% Create output variable
data = reshape([raw{:}],size(raw));
%% Allocate imported array to column variable names
ID = data(:,1);
Name = cellVectors(:,1);
Rayonducercle = data(:,2);
Diameter = data(:,3);
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Daimeterincm = data(:,4);
TMCircumference = data(:,5);
TMDiameter = data(:,6);
%% Clear temporary variables
clearvars data raw cellVectors;
%% DBH Analysis
% intialize generic variables
xdata = TMDiameter;
xString = 'Tape Measured DBH (cm)';
ydata = Daimeterincm;
yString = 'Zeb-Revo DBH (cm)';
% define endpoints and equation for best fit line
pPoly = polyfit(xdata, ydata, 1); % Linear fit of xdata vs ydata
linePointsX = [min(xdata) max(xdata)]; % find left and right x values
linePointsY = polyval(pPoly,[min(xdata),max(xdata)]); % find y values
% RMSE
RMSE = sqrt(mean((xdata-ydata).^2))
% perfect line (R = 1.00)
fit1= xdata
fit2= xdata
% generate graph with labels and correlation value in title
tString = [xString,' and ',yString, ' correlation (corr: ',...
num2str(corr(xdata, ydata)) ')'];
tString = ['DBH correlation for Dataset 4'];
figure('Name', tString)
hold on
plot(xdata, ydata, 'ko') % Plot a scatter plot
plot(fit1,fit2,'g','linestyle',':','LineWidth',1.5)
plot (linePointsX,linePointsY,'-r','LineWidth',1.5) % Plot best fit line
hold off
legend({'Adam Bridge (n = 63)','1:1 line',['Y',' = ',num2str(pPoly(1)),'*',...
'x',' + ',num2str(pPoly(2)),' ; R^2 = ',num2str(corr(xdata, ydata))]},'FontSize',12)
MyBox = uicontrol('style','text');
set(MyBox,'String',['RMSE = ' num2str(RMSE)]) % text
set(MyBox,'Position',[300,90,200,15]) % position and size of box
set(MyBox,'FontSize',12) % size of text
%text(47,25, ['RMSE = ' num2str(RMSE)])
grid on
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xlabel(xString,'FontSize',15); % Label the x-axis
ylabel(yString,'FontSize',15); % Label the y-axis
title(tString,'FontSize',15);
% add textbox to figure with best fit line equation
%MyBox = uicontrol('style','text');
%set(MyBox,'String',['Y',' = ',num2str(pPoly(1)),'*',...
%'x',' + ',num2str(pPoly(2))]) % text
%set(MyBox,'Position',[300,90,200,15]) % position and size of box
%set(MyBox,'FontSize',9) % size of text

Dataset 5
clear all
close all
%% Import the data
[~, ~, raw] = xlsread('/Users/Desktop/Peter/DunesDenseDBH.xlsx','AdamTrialDBH');
raw = raw(2:end,:);
raw(cellfun(@(x) ~isempty(x) && isnumeric(x) && isnan(x),raw)) = {''};
cellVectors = raw(:,2);
raw = raw(:,[1,3,4,5,6,7]);
%% Create output variable
data = reshape([raw{:}],size(raw));
%% Allocate imported array to column variable names
ID1 = data(:,1);
Name1 = cellVectors(:,1);
Rayonducercle1 = data(:,2);
Diameter1 = data(:,3);
Daimeterincm1 = data(:,4);
TMCircumference1 = data(:,5);
TMDiameter1 = data(:,6);
%% Clear temporary variables
clearvars data raw cellVectors;
%% DBH Analysis
% intialize generic variables
xdata = Daimeterincm1;
xString = 'Tape Measured DBH (cm)';
ydata = TMDiameter1;
yString = 'Zeb-Revo DBH (cm)';
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% define endpoints and equation for best fit line
pPoly = polyfit(xdata, ydata, 1); % Linear fit of xdata vs ydata
linePointsX = [min(xdata) max(xdata)]; % find left and right x values
linePointsY = polyval(pPoly,[min(xdata),max(xdata)]); % find y values
% RMSE
RMSE = sqrt(mean((xdata-ydata).^2))
% perfect line (R = 1.00)
fit1= xdata
fit2= xdata
% generate graph with labels and correlation value in title
tString = [xString,' and ',yString, ' correlation (corr: ',...
num2str(corr(xdata, ydata)) ')'];
tString = ['DBH correlation for Dataset 5']
figure('Name', tString)
hold on
plot(xdata, ydata, 'k*') % Plot a scatter plot
plot(fit1,fit2,'g','linestyle',':','LineWidth',1.5)
plot (linePointsX,linePointsY,'-r','LineWidth',1.5) % Plot best fit line
hold off
legend({'Dunes Dense (n = 25)','1:1 line',['Y',' = ',num2str(pPoly(1)),'*',...
'x',' + ',num2str(pPoly(2)),' ; R^2 = ',num2str(corr(xdata, ydata))]},'FontSize',12)
MyBox = uicontrol('style','text');
set(MyBox,'String',['RMSE = ' num2str(RMSE)]) % text
set(MyBox,'Position',[300,90,200,15]) % position and size of box
set(MyBox,'FontSize',12) % size of text
%text(47,25, ['RMSE = ' num2str(RMSE)])
grid on
xlabel(xString,'FontSize',15); % Label the x-axis
ylabel(yString,'FontSize',15); % Label the y-axis
title(tString,'FontSize',15);
% add textbox to figure with best fit line equation
%MyBox = uicontrol('style','text');
%set(MyBox,'String',['Y',' = ',num2str(pPoly(1)),'*',...
%'x',' + ',num2str(pPoly(2))]) % text
%set(MyBox,'Position',[300,90,200,15]) % position and size of box
%set(MyBox,'FontSize',9) % size of text
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11 Appendix B – DBH data
Dataset 1
ID
Name
3403227 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403227
3403228 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403228
3403229 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403229
3403230 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403230
3403231 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403231
3403232 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403232
3403233 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403233
3403234 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403234
3403235 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403235
3403236 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403236
3403237 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403237
3403238 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403238
3403239 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403239
3403240 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403240
3403241 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403241
3403242 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403242
3403243 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403243
3403244 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403244
3403245 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403245
3403246 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403246
3403247 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403247
3403248 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403248
3403249 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403249
3403250 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403250
3403251 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403251
3403252 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403252
3403253 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403253
3403254 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403254
3403255 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403255
3403256 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403256
3403257 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403257
3403258 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403258
3403259 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403259
3403260 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403260
3403261 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403261
3403262 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403262
3403263 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403263
3403264 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403264

Rayonducercle Diameter Daimeter in cm TM Circumference TM Diameter Bias
0.19593 0.391869
39.18691278
130 41.3802852 2.193372
0.20361 0.40722
40.7220155
129 41.06197532 0.33996
0.24868 0.49735
49.7350025
157.1 50.00648312 0.271481
0.18946 0.378911
37.89108746
119.5 38.0380314 0.146944
0.26731 0.534627
53.46271552
163.5 52.04366639 -1.41905
0.22015 0.440309
44.03087034
140 44.56338407 0.532514
0.18276 0.365529
36.5529346
115.6 36.79662284 0.243688
0.19926 0.398511
39.85110875
125.5 39.94789072 0.096782
0.12796 0.255913
25.59130885
81 25.78310078 0.191792
0.14323 0.286456
28.64557184
91.5 29.12535459 0.479783
0.18658 0.373153
37.315291
116.5 37.08310174 -0.23219
0.17752 0.355038
35.50375714
113 35.96901714 0.46526
0.16854 0.337075
33.70751429
106.8 33.99549584 0.287982
0.15956 0.319113
31.91127143
100.5 31.99014356 0.078872
0.15058 0.30115
30.11502857
94 29.9211293 -0.1939
0.14159 0.283188
28.31878571
88 28.01126998 -0.30752
0.11690 0.233792
23.3791562
75.5 24.03239641 0.65324
0.11465 0.229301
22.93005714
69 21.96338215 -0.96667
0.13261 0.265225
26.52254286
85 27.05634033 0.533797
0.16567 0.331338
33.13381429
107.8 34.31380573 1.179991
0.22812 0.456235
45.6235286
141.4 45.00901791 -0.61451
0.15363 0.307263
30.72630668
97.4 31.00338291 0.277076
0.22669 0.453376
45.33757143
144.5 45.99577855 0.658207
0.19458 0.389151
38.91514882
125.6 39.9797217 1.064573
0.22397 0.447936
44.79360082
141.5 45.0408489 0.247248
0.25190 0.503804
50.3804086
157 49.97465213 -0.40576
0.15043 0.300857
30.0857292
94 29.9211293 -0.1646
0.17908 0.358165
35.8165154
113.1 36.00084813 0.184333
0.16864 0.337271
33.7270844
106.8 33.99549584 0.268411
0.15818 0.316355
31.63550081
95 30.23943919 -1.39606
0.24773 0.495451
49.5450854
165 52.52113122 2.976046
0.29902 0.598031
59.80310845
175 55.70423008 -4.09888
0.22417 0.448335
44.83352875
149 47.42817304 2.594644
0.25096 0.501921
50.19211092
160 50.92958179 0.737471
0.24502 0.490033
49.00330924
157 49.97465213 0.971343
0.18320 0.366402
36.64020669
113 35.96901714 -0.67119
0.27987 0.559732
55.97319761
180 57.29577951 1.322582
0.23511 0.470229
47.02291021
135 42.97183463 -4.05108
0.117789
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Dataset 3
ID
Name
3403250 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403250
3403251 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403251
3403252 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403252
3403253 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403253
3403254 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403254
3403255 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403255
3403256 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403256
3403257 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403257
3403258 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403258
3403259 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403259
3403260 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403260
3403261 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403261
3403262 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403262
3403263 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403263
3403264 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403264
3403265 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403265
3403266 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403266
3403267 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403267
3403268 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403268
3403269 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403269
3403270 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403270
3403271 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403271
3403272 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403272
3403273 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403273
3403274 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403274
3403275 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403275
3403276 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403276
3403277 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403277
3403278 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403278

Rayonducercle Diameter Daimeter in cm TM Circumference TM Diameter Bias
0.22299
0.3125
31.25
95 30.23943919 -1.01056
0.16782 0.43615
43.615
130 41.3802852 -2.23471
0.28082 0.388451
38.84513
120 38.19718634 -0.64794
0.30226 0.291355
29.13546
85 27.05634033 -2.07912
0.16323 0.300156
30.01564
90 28.64788976 -1.36775
0.13274 0.31502
31.502
95 30.23943919 -1.26256
0.27824 0.22648
22.648
70 22.28169203 -0.36631
0.16833 0.416543
41.6543
120 38.19718634 -3.45711
0.19245 0.52135
52.13504
160 50.92958179 -1.20546
0.14938 0.451364
45.1364
130 41.3802852 -3.75611
0.12973 0.394161
39.416134
120 38.19718634 -1.21895
0.11299 0.371354
37.1354
116 36.9239468 -0.21145
0.22580 0.361534
36.1534
113 35.96901714 -0.18438
0.24068 0.31024
31.024
97 30.87605896 -0.14794
0.18271 0.284614
28.46135
90 28.64788976 0.18654
0.15782 0.246813
24.6813
75 23.87324146 -0.80806
0.18229 0.213653
21.36534
65 20.6901426 -0.6752
0.16503 0.333645
33.36451
100 31.83098862 -1.53352
0.20512 0.291355
29.13546
90 28.64788976 -0.48757
0.16052 0.361354
36.1354
110 35.01408748 -1.12131
0.15151 0.376144
37.614354
115 36.60563691 -1.00872
0.18270 0.484134
48.4134
150 47.74648293 -0.66692
0.13281 0.431535
43.15346
134 42.65352475 -0.49994
0.14973 0.42315
42.315
132 42.01690498 -0.2981
0.15228 0.38134
38.134
120 38.19718634 0.063186
0.24376 0.321644
32.16436
100 31.83098862 -0.33337
0.24281 0.278322
27.83215
87 27.6929601 -0.13919
0.23321 0.256431
25.6431
75 23.87324146 -1.76986
0.17256 0.299451
29.9451
90 28.64788976 -1.29721
-1.01861
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Dataset 4
ID

Name
3403200 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403200
3403201 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403201
3403202 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403202
3403203 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403203
3403204 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403204
3403205 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403205
3403206 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403206
3403207 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403207
3403208 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403208
3403209 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403209
3403210 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403210
3403211 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403211
3403212 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403212
3403213 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403213
3403214 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403214
3403215 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403215
3403216 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403216
3403217 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403217
3403218 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403218
3403219 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403219
3403220 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403220
3403221 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403221
3403222 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403222
3403223 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403223
3403224 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403224
3403225 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403225
3403226 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403226
3403227 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403227
3403228 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403228
3403229 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403229
3403230 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403230
3403231 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403231
3403232 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403232
3403233 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403233
3403234 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403234
3403235 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403235
3403236 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403236
3403237 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403237
3403238 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403238
3403239 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403239
3403240 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403240
3403241 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403241
3403242 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403242
3403243 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403243
3403244 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403244
3403245 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403245
3403246 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403246
3403247 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403247
3403248 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403248
3403249 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403249
3403250 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403250
3403251 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403251
3403252 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403252
3403253 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403253
3403254 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403254
3403255 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403255
3403256 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403256
3403257 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403257
3403258 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403258
3403259 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403259
3403260 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403260
3403261 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403261

Rayonducercle Diameter Daimeter in cm TM Circumference TM Diameter Bias
0.22299 0.44598
44.598
141 44.88169395 0.283694
0.16782 0.33564
33.564
105 33.42253805 -0.14146
0.28082 0.56163
56.163
180 57.29577951 1.13278
0.30226 0.604512
60.4512
190 60.47887837 0.027678
0.16323 0.32645
32.645
103 32.78591828 0.140918
0.13274 0.265489
26.5489
84 26.73803044 0.18913
0.27824 0.55648
55.648
177 56.34084985 0.69285
0.16833 0.336654
33.6654
106 33.74084794 0.075448
0.19245
0.3849
38.49
121 38.51549623 0.025496
0.14938 0.298757
29.87566
95 30.23943919 0.363779
0.12973 0.259461
25.9461
82 26.10141067 0.155311
0.11299 0.225978
22.5978
70 22.28169203 -0.31611
0.22580
0.4516
45.16
142 45.20000384 0.040004
0.24068 0.48135
48.135
152 48.3831027 0.248103
0.18271 0.365429
36.5429
114 36.28732702 -0.25557
0.15782 0.315648
31.5648
99 31.51267873 -0.05212
0.18229 0.364578
36.4578
114 36.28732702 -0.17047
0.16503 0.330056
33.0056
103.5 32.94507322 -0.06053
0.20512 0.41023
41.023
128.5 40.90282037 -0.12018
0.16052 0.32104
32.104
100 31.83098862 -0.27301
0.15151 0.303026
30.3026
95 30.23943919 -0.06316
0.18270
0.3654
36.54
115 36.60563691 0.065637
0.13281 0.26561
26.561
83.5 26.5788755 0.017875
0.14973 0.29945
29.945
94 29.9211293 -0.02387
0.15228 0.30456
30.456
95 30.23943919 -0.21656
0.24376 0.487512
48.7512
155 49.33803236 0.586832
0.24281 0.48561
48.561
155 49.33803236 0.777032
0.23321 0.46642
46.642
146 46.47324338 -0.16876
0.17256 0.34511
34.511
108 34.37746771 -0.13353
0.25116 0.50231
50.231
156 49.65634224 -0.57466
0.18301 0.36602
36.602
114 36.28732702 -0.31467
0.14503 0.290052
29.0052
91 28.96619964
-0.039
0.14067 0.281345
28.1345
88 28.01126998 -0.12323
0.32438 0.648756
64.8756
200 63.66197724 -1.21362
0.11578 0.23156
23.156
73 23.23662169 0.080622
0.18731 0.37461
37.461
117 37.24225668 -0.21874
0.15623 0.31246
31.246
98 31.19436885 -0.05163
0.15582 0.31164
31.164
97 30.87605896 -0.28794
0.22307 0.44613
44.613
140 44.56338407 -0.04962
0.14973 0.299452
29.9452
94 29.9211293 -0.02407
0.14231 0.284613
28.4613
89 28.32957987 -0.13172
0.14438 0.28876
28.876
90 28.64788976 -0.22811
0.13823 0.27645
27.645
86 27.37465021 -0.27035
0.17335 0.346695
34.6695
108 34.37746771 -0.29203
0.15226 0.30451
30.451
95 30.23943919 -0.21156
0.20028 0.400562
40.0562
125 39.78873577 -0.26746
0.25321 0.50642
50.642
160 50.92958179 0.287582
0.15939 0.318773
31.8773
100 31.83098862 -0.04631
0.13325 0.266497
26.6497
84 26.73803044 0.08833
0.14557 0.291135
29.1135
91.5 29.12535459 0.011855
0.14067 0.281346
28.1346
88 28.01126998 -0.12333
0.16325 0.32649
32.649
102 32.46760839 -0.18139
0.13218 0.264352
26.43516
83 26.41972055 -0.01544
0.14507 0.29013
29.013
91 28.96619964 -0.0468
0.30108 0.60216
60.216
190 60.47887837 0.262878
0.11247 0.224933
22.49326
70 22.28169203 -0.21157
0.17306 0.346127
34.6127
108 34.37746771 -0.23523
0.16082 0.321649
32.16488
101 32.1492985 -0.01558
0.20831 0.416621
41.6621
131 41.69859509 0.036495
0.15321 0.30642
30.642
96 30.55774907 -0.08425
0.13822 0.276432
27.64319
86 27.37465021 -0.26854
0.17307 0.346138
34.6138
109 34.69577759 0.081978
-0.02984
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Dataset 5
ID

Name
3403100 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403100
3403101 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403101
3403102 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403102
3403103 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403103
3403104 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403104
3403105 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403105
3403106 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403106
3403107 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403107
3403108 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403108
3403109 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403109
3403110 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403110
3403111 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403111
3403112 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403112
3403113 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403113
3403114 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403114
3403115 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403115
3403116 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403116
3403117 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403117
3403118 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403118
3403119 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403119
3403120 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403120
3403121 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403121
3403122 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403122
3403123 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403123
3403124 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403124
3403125 Diameter at 1.30 m_3403125

Rayonducercle Diameter Daimeter in cm TM Circumference TM Diameter Bias
0.28206 0.56412
56.412
165 52.52113122 -3.89087
0.10673 0.21345
21.345
68 21.64507226 0.300072
0.13226 0.26451
26.451
80 25.46479089 -0.98621
0.16728 0.334561
33.4561
100 31.83098862 -1.62511
0.20616 0.412315
41.2315
120 38.19718634 -3.03431
0.20677 0.41353
41.353
115 36.60563691 -4.74736
0.22568 0.45136
45.136
135 42.97183463 -2.16417
0.19708 0.394165
39.41651
124 39.47042589 0.053916
0.16083 0.321654
32.1654
100 31.83098862 -0.33441
0.16476 0.329513
32.9513
99 31.51267873 -1.43862
0.14076 0.281513
28.1513
80 25.46479089 -2.68651
0.14568 0.291351
29.1351
90 28.64788976 -0.48721
0.20068 0.40135
40.135
125 39.78873577 -0.34626
0.15083 0.301654
30.1654
95 30.23943919 0.074039
0.11008 0.220164
22.0164
70 22.28169203 0.265292
0.16008 0.320164
32.0164
100 31.83098862 -0.18541
0.15032 0.300648
30.0648
100 31.83098862 1.766189
0.22568 0.451364
45.1364
135 42.97183463 -2.16457
0.23101 0.46201
46.201
135 42.97183463 -3.22917
0.15822 0.316431
31.6431
100 31.83098862 0.187889
0.15821 0.316421
31.6421
101 32.1492985 0.507199
0.23068 0.461351
46.1351
145 46.1549335 0.019833
0.15623 0.31246
31.246
95 30.23943919 -1.00656
0.17331 0.346613
34.66125
90 28.64788976 -6.01336
0.14068 0.281354
28.1354
88 28.01126998 -0.12413
0.13558 0.271164
27.1164
90 28.64788976 1.53149
-1.14455
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